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ABSTRACT
Throughout the history of architecture, the developments in material technologies and related fabrica=on
techniques have played important roles in the design and construc=on process of a building. Human being has
aoempted to create spaces to meet sheltering needs and while crea=ng spaces he has used and formed
materials around him. Wood was one of the appropriate materials that was not only economic and aesthe=c,
but also strong in tension, compression and bending, allowing triangulated space-frames or trusses and
can=levered structures, etc. In this context, this research aoempts to understand the rela=onship between
complex wooden structures in architecture and digital fabrica=on of wood joinery. By studying and analyzing
selected case studies, the ar=cle will address the following ques=ons: What are the changes that have occurred
in architectural design and fabrica=on of wood joinery due to the use of computa=onal design and digital
fabrica=on technologies? How can wood serve architects in “materializing the complexity” of this era?
Furthermore, the importance of re-searching new tectonics and materializa=on technologies while re-thinking
of wood as a “new material” in architecture is discussed through the selected examples.
Keywords: Computa=onal Design and Fabrica=on, Wooden architecture, Wood joinery.
1. Complex Forms and Structures of 21st Century Architecture and the PotenQals of Wood
The use of CAAD in architecture has been extended from being a medium of representa=on to media of design
and manufacturing CAD/CAM, CAAD has also served a shiv from exclusively designing the product to inclusively
designing the process. There is no doubt that CAD/CAM applica=ons have been rapidly changing the
conven=onal architectural design and construc=on processes since the end of the last century. In this process,
researchers and prac==oners have been seeking for new tectonics and materials which reveal the beauty of
using cutng edge technologies without sacriﬁcing the “sustainable” aspect of the manufacturing process.
Advances in material science, interdisciplinary studies and innova=ve design and fabrica=on technologies as
well as extremely high data crunching capaci=es have resulted in changing the perspec=ve regarding the role of
materials and consequen=ally "Digital Materiality" emerged as a new sustainable architectural process that
explores the materials' physical poten=als (Booth 2009).
The complexity of the building design problem resulted in complex design output that crossed the boundaries
of Euclidean geometries to more freeform topological geometries which now computa=onal design approaches
aoempt to design and manufacture. When the use of computa=onal design approaches and enabling
technologies in architecture in the beginning of the 21st century is considered, it is seen that design and
fabrica=on are becoming an integrated process in which the constructability of a design proposal is being
simulated, evaluated and tested in early design stages. Several tools for digitally fabrica=ng materials, including
wood, have been developed in parallel to the development of CAD/CAM and CAAD such as laser cuoers, CNC
and robo=c produc=on that allowed new methodologies for complex structure design and fabrica=on.
Wood has been used as a main building material for centuries. Wood cravsmanship over =me has developed
tools and geographically and culturally customized building systems. Tools have developed from hand based to
machine based, and from machine based to informa=on based. O’Brien (2000) states that building system
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started with a simple log structure that used large reﬁned pieces of wood from trees as well as skeleton =mber
frame structure with smaller pieces in other geographical loca=ons. Later on and prior to the industrial
revolu=on, wood started to be processed in small standard sized pieces that were assembled to produce light
wood frame structures. Then in the informa=on age, CAD/CAM technologies eliminated fabrica=on constrains,
and are now gradually unifying the prac=ce worldwide.
It should be men=oned that the advantages of wood as a strong, durable and renewable material in the realm
of sustainable design, its availability, ease of construc=on and high performance, increase the interest in wood
as an important alterna=ve for CAM and fabrica=on. In fact, realizing the poten=als of wood through the use of
CAAD and fabrica=on technologies is one of the aspects that drives the renewed interest in using wood as a
structural building material (Bocanegra et al. 2014), in digital manufacturing; wood has many advantages that
bring appropriate fabrica=on possibili=es and tes=ng for parametric condi=ons, easily cut and repaired, wide
varie=es for connec=on types and oﬀering divers range of geometric explora=ons (Beorkrem 2013, p. 14).
Table 1 contains examples of innova=ve applica=on of tradi=onal wood building systems in a selected buildings
and pavilions, the table highlights the following: (1) The innova=ve applica=on of tradi=onal wood building and
fabrica=on systems that inspired, with the help of computa=onal design and digital fabrica=on strategies, the
achievement of complex freeform structures, see examples number one, three, four, and ﬁve (2) The
development of a building system for mul=-storey wood structures, see example number two (3) Common
technique that is used in other domains such as furniture design, kerﬁng, that is rephrased in parametric
condi=ons for two wood pavilions, see examples ﬁve and six.
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Table 1: Innova=ve Applica=on of Tradi=onal Wood Building Systems (Sahu and Wang 2015; Tynkkynen 2012;
Tamke et al. 2010; Menges 2010; Menges 2014; MIT Architecture 2012; Laboratory for Timber Construc=on
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IBOIS 2012; Harding et al. 2015; Ramboll Computa=onal Design 2014; Larsen 2008; Cabrinha 2012; MATSYS
Design 2012; Kolb et al. 2008, pp. 51,52,54,55; Shigeru Ban Architects 2013; Zwerger 2012, pp. 93,147)
2. Wood Joinery
In wood structures connec=ons can be classiﬁed into two major types, chemically (glued joints) using adhesive,
or mechanically by using either dowelled joints or tradi=onal joints referred to as wood-to-wood joints,
carpentry connec=ons or wood joinery. Wood Joinery is the oldest among other types of connec=ons (Jeska et
al. 2014, p. 59), Messler (2011, p. 316) iden=ﬁed Wood Joinery as “the ma=ng of two or more surfaces [in wood
components] to form a solid unit that serves a speciﬁc func=on”, the speciﬁc func=on of structural wood joint
as addressed by Mönck (1985, p. 77, as cited in Zwerger, 2012, p. 100) is to " join together pieces of =mber
permanently and securely in such a way that the required structural interac=on of the construc=onal element
or the construc=on itself is enabled". Wood joinery developed through hundreds of years of carpentry
experience, from log structures with one type of joinery connec=ng logs edge-to-edge to a more complex
=mber frame structures with mul=tude of joinery types for various func=ons.
In the 19th century wood joinery experienced a major shiv because of the industrial revolu=on; steam driven
machines and mass produc=on changed wood structures from =mber frame structures of varied components
with manually produced wood joinery that is labor intensive into balloon frame buildings of economically mass
produced standardized components and metal connec=ons (Jeska et al. 2014, p. 59). Manufacturers of metal
fasteners provided extensive analyses and comprehensive tables of load-bearing capacity calcula=ons. Such
tables never existed for wood joinery and as a result metal fasteners became easier and more manageable for
assembling wood structures (Messler 2011, p. 318).
According to Jeska et al. (2014, p. 60) By the middle of the 1980s, with the introduc=on of CNC technology, an
integrated workﬂow from design to fabrica=on along with designing and manufacturing process of joinery parts
with high precision and speed became possible. CNC milling and later the ﬁve-axis CNC and six-axis with robo=c
arms milling machines allowed for mass customized fabrica=on of wood joinery without incurring extra costs.
Similarly, Tamke and Thomsen (2009) states that by that =me the eﬃcient produc=on of geometrical complex
individualized joints that ﬁt with liole tolerances became possible.
Wood joinery is a connec=on produced from the material itself, wood. This results in a number of advantages in
the joint structure such as having high level of prefabrica=on and inherit tolerance, assembly eﬃciency,
similarity in dimensions change because of the exposure to changing temperature or moisture and the
possibility to design the joint to meet speciﬁc tectonic requirements (Tamke and Thomsen 2009). However, the
American Ins=tute of Timber (2012, p. 272) points out that wood joinery has limited applica=on in today's
wood construc=on, being restric=ve or not applicable for a number of reasons: as it involves large losses of
sec=ons due to joint forma=on process, complicated joinery design when used for large scale, and insuﬃcient
capacity for resis=ng all types of loads.
2. Typology of Wood Joinery
Aoempts to classify various joinery types into groups can be found in the works of Gerner (1992) Graubner
(1992), Erman (1999) and many others, a seminal study in this area is the work of Zwerger (2012) in which he
lists diﬀerent families of wood joinery found in wood structures, the typology describes how two pieces of
wood can be joined together. The proposed taxonomy (ﬁgure 1) includes essen=al joint groups with subtypes in
each one. The essen=al groups are: buo-joint, halved-and-lapped joint, notched joint, tenon joint, end grain to
end grain Splicing joint, oblique joint, open mor=se and tenon L, T and X joint, edge-to-edge joint, and the Ljoint.
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Figure 1: Zwerger's wood joinery classiﬁca=on (Zwerger 2012)
3. Case Studies: Wood Joinery in Complex Structures
it should be men=oned that, for all the selected case studies, integrated design and fabrica=on tools were
employed for the crea=on of joints to connect wood pieces of complex surface or frame conﬁgura=ons. Since,
wood joinery is a material driven and a tradi=onal structural method, this research traces the transforma=on of
this tradi=onal type when aided by the ﬁeld of algorithmic design modeling in which the algorithm integrates
the material, its performance expecta=ons and fabrica=on constrains into the model.
The majority of these examples are pavilions, the importance of pavilions to the emergence of new
architectural systems according to Reichert et al. (2014) is that " In architectural history, pavilions have served
as vehicles for developing future concepts of architecture through the employment of new materials,
fabrica=on techniques and design strategies. The architectural pavilion, with its reduced demands in regard to
program and permanence, provides a suitable context for exploring construc=on-oriented innova=on".
Regarding the joint typology and due to the customized nature for most of the joints in the following case
studies the joint name was kept as it was referred to in the references when existed, renaming or matching joint
type with exis=ng typology classiﬁca=on was avoided.
3.1 Scarf and halving joints: Clubhouse at Heasley Nine Bridges Golf Course

Figure 2: Scarf and halving joints for the Clubhouse's wood latce structure, (Jeska et al. 2014, pp. 113,115,116)
The roof structure for the three storey building is freeform wood latce structure of glued laminated =mber
beams in single and double curvature joined with 21 tree-like columns. Roof geometry was developed as a
parametric model with the help of deﬁned data of the roof boundary, extensive structural calcula=ons and
analysis were needed to generate the beams complex geometries that are composed of mul=tude individual
forms with diﬀerent radii and changes in direc=on (Jeska et al. 2014, pp. 109-116).
In this example developed tradi=onal scarf and halving joints were used for the ﬁrst =me in an engineered
=mber structure, the longitudinal connec=ons between the beams are in the form of scarf joints and the
connec=ons at the intersec=ons make use of halving joints. For fabrica=on the drawings for 3500 beam
segments with 476 geometries and 15000 geometrically complex halving joints pieces were automa=cally
generated from the parametric model, using ﬁve-axis CNC machine with new sovware was needed to
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customize fabrica=on. Joinery connec=ons were strengthened with addi=onal screw-pressure glue. (Jeska et al.
2014, pp. 109-116).

3.2 Locking-pin Joinery, Tamedia Oﬃce Building

Figure 3:(a) Assembling Detail (b)Joinery Detail and (c)Tamedia oﬃce Building Wood Frame Structure (Shigeru
Ban Architects 2013) (4) Wood joinery detail (Blumer-Lehmann AG 2014)
Tamedia new oﬃce building is the ﬁrst mul=-storey building with load bearing structure and joint details made
en=rely from wood. The load bearing structure was inspired by Japanese wooden buildings; special dowels for
wood joinery made of beech plywood connect the structure and transmit loads. The complex locking pin joint
was used for three parts that form the load-bearing system: (1) the columns and beams connec=ons; (2) the
ﬁrst ﬂoor truss frame; and (3) the roof's rigid frame. The design and assembling of the building required using
special design tools for 3D modelling that are not commonly used in wood construc=on and an extremely
precise CNC milling for the frame and joints from glue laminated wood (Antemann 2014).
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3.3 Interlocking Finger Joints: ICD/ITKE 2011 Research Pavilion and Landesgartenschau ExhibiQon Hall

Figure 4: (a) ICD/ITKE 2011 Research Pavilion (b) Finger Joint Detail and (c) Robo=c Fabrica=on of Plates
(Ins=tute for Computa=onal Design 2011) (d) Landesgartenschau Exhibi=on Hall (Menges 2014)
The designs of ICD/ITKE 2011 Research Pavilion and Landesgartenschau Exhibi=on Hall are based on shared
principles for an innova=ve lightweight =mber folded plate system that was developed in by ICD (Ins=tute for
Computa=onal Design) and ITKE (Ins=tute of Building Structures and Structural Design). The biomime=c
principles found in echinoids such as the sea urchins and sand dollars was translated into a diﬀeren=ated plate
structure with interlocking ﬁnger joints (Krieg et al. 2011). The plate structure is dis=nguished by three plate
edges always meet together at just one point, these principles allow the high lightweight structure (built from
6.5 mm thin sheets of plywood) to transmit normal and shear forces (Ins=tute for Computa=onal Design 2011).
Advanced computa=onal design and simula=on together with robo=c fabrica=on made the automa=on of
repe==ve joint details in terms of design and fabrica=on possible (Menges 2014).
3.4 Interlocking Dovetail Joint, IBOIS Folded Plate Structure Prototypes

Figure 5: from lev to right, (a)Interlocking Dovetail Joint illustra=on (b)Prototype 1 Folded plate shell (c)
Prototype 1 during assembly (d)Prototype 2during assembly (e) Prototype 2, spanning 13.5m (Robeller and
Weinand 2015)
In a series of studies curried out at the EPEL Laboratory for Timber Construc=on IBOIS a number of folded plate
structure prototypes were designed and fabricated. Robeller and Weinand (2015) proposed the use of dovetail
joints for =mber folded plate shell structure. No addi=onal adhesive bonding was necessary for the assembly of
the self-supported shells. Customized algorithmic tools were developed to generate the physical and virtual
prototypes, the automa=on of repe==ve custom dovetail joint geometry details and the machine code
programming of the joints. RhinoPython programming interface was used for polygonal mesh processing and
joints genera=on. For ﬁrst prototype (Figure 5, b & c) was built from 21mm Kerto-Q LVL panels and was
fabricated using 5-axis CNC router. The second prototype (Figure 6, d & e) was built from 77mm CLT panels and
was fabricated using 5-axis CNC router and KUKA KR250 robot router with an addi=onal linear-axis table for
precise 5-axis fabrica=on. (Robeller and Weinand 2015, pp. 34,55,82,94,116).
3.5 Spline Mitred Buq Joint: Kobra Pavilion
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Figure 6: Kobra Pavillion (Manahl et al. 2012)
The design of Kobra pavilion's self-suppor=ng shell structure pavilion is the result of performance driven
penaliza=on scheme of con=nuous double-curved surfaces by discrete planar meshes. Aver obtaining a form
that allows an op=mal load transfer the numbers and posi=ons of spline buo joints were determined through a
FEM analysis. A custom Grasshopper component was implemented, that imported the results of the analysis
and directly generated joint geometries. Pavilion panels were fabricated from cross-laminated =mber (CLT)
panels; the keys that ﬁt the grooves in the panels were fabricated from Kerto =mber material, when fabrica=ng
the joint it was very important to line Kerto keys with the main grain direc=on. Wood panels and joints were cut
using 5-axis CNC router and assembled with one component-polyurethane glue (Manahl et al. 2012; Shimek et
al. 2012).
3.6 Sliding Slot Joints: Dragon Skin Pavilion, IBOIS modular Qmber structure prototype and Autobahn Church
Interior

Figure 7: (a) Sliding slot joints-Dragon Skin Pavilion (b) dragon Skin Pavilion (Tynkkynen 2012) (c) IBOIS
Prototype (Laboratory for Timber Construc=on IBOIS 2012) (d) and Autobahn Church (Schiﬀer 2013)
The Freeform Dragon skin pavilion, IBOIS modular =mber structure prototype and Autobahn Church interior
share a simple joinery detail that was proven eﬀec=ve to assemble these self-suppor=ng structures. The sliding
joint that connects bent wood modules in Dragon Skin Pavilion, the V-form folded modules in IBOIS prototype
and the wooden ribs in Autobahn Church was achieved by cutng slots from one piece and ﬁxing the other
piece into the slot. For the three examples algorithmic procedures generated structure and joinery detailing in
addi=on to fabrica=on data including nes=ng and assembly (Margaretha 2013; Nabaei and Weinand 2011;
Keskisarja et al. 2012).
3.7 Japanese Chidori Joint: The Prostho Museum, SunnyHills Bakery Building and Starbucks cafe

Figure 8: (a) Chidori Latce (b) The Prostho Museum (c) SunnyHills Bakery Building (d) Starbucks cafe (Miller
2015, pp. 86-87)
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Architect Kengo Kuma designed a several wood pavilions and buildings based on a tradi=onal Japanese joint
called Chidori. Chidori latce is deﬁned as "a tradi=onal technique lacing thin rectangular wood into a latce by
making a special notch in the wood. By using this technique, a strong structure can be created without using
any nails, and at the same =me, it is possible to dismantle the structure at once"(Kengo Kuma and Associates
n.d.). In the three examples Chidori joint is applied in three-dimensional space, for The Prostho Museum,
SunnyHills Bakery and Dazaifu Starbucks cafe it was possible for three wood members running along x, y and z
axes to pass through the same point. In Prostho Museum Chidori latce envelopes joints connected orthogonal
members together, while in the SunnyHill Bakery and Starbucks cafe buildings parallelogram version of the
Chidori was used. Although fabrica=on was carried out by CNC milling machines, envelop structures were
assembled manually by experienced cravsman (Miller 2015, pp. 85-87).
4. Discussions and Conclusion
In the last decades vey rapid transforma=ons have been observed in the realm of architecture through the
computa=onal technologies and the changes occurred in architectural design processes and ac=vi=es from
design “recipes” to "design op=miza=on" through these technologies. The poten=als of computa=onal design
and fabrica=on technologies, have also altered designers' "material" percep=on and re-introduced it as one of
the main parameters in the architecture of this era.
Aver examining a number of recently built complex wooden structures it is seen that an integra=on of
computa=onal tools from design to fabrica=on have been achieved. The execu=on of these designs was not
only possible as a result of advantages of the developed computer numerically controlled machines but also
thanks to the advantages of the material itself. From this respect wood has many poten=als such as it being a
natural, sustainable and easy to manufacture building material, the only building material which is naturally
grown from a biological =ssue and this why it is considered the only renewable source for building materials. In
addi=on, manufacturing of wood products requires smaller amounts of energy; it is also a recyclable,
biodegradable, lightweight, strong and ﬂexible material with environmental and performance beneﬁts.
Aver examining the selected case studies and within the context of computa=onal design and fabrica=on
techniques, for achieving structural wood joinery in complex structures the related themes emerged that from
the analysis can be listed as follows:
1. New engineered Lmber materials: the use of high mechanical and structural load capacity ﬂat or bended
panels or frames; such as kerto, CLT, post-formable grade plywood.
2. RoboLc fabricaLon: the recent examples show increased use of robo=c arms that have no ﬁxed cutng bed,
can freely move in three dimensional space and has the possibility of aoaching various wood fabrica=on tools
such as shank-type cuoer and saw blade as in the fabrica=on of IBOIS second folded plate prototype (Robeller
and Weinand 2015, pp. 57,58)
3. Building on the knowledge of tradiLonal wood joinery and combine that with other form ﬁnding strategies
such as biomime=c design, discre=on of free-form surfaces and exis=ng structural systems such as the folded
plate system.
4. In most of the freeform structures using wood joinery didn't lead completely to overcome but it parLally
subsLtutes the need to other types of connecLons (metal or adhesive etc). In some cases, wood joinery was the
connec=on type for certain parts of the structure such as connec=ng the inner edges for each module in ICD/
ITKE 2011 research pavilion but then assembling the overall structure was done using metal fasteners.
5. The possibility to feed the computaLonal model with important parameters derived from wood material
proper=es such as wood bending capacity, grain direc=on and fabrica=on tool constrains.
To sum up, architecture based on recipes or prescrip=ve solu=ons is not suﬃcient for an expected architecture
of this era and the use of computa=onal design and digital fabrica=on technologies has changed design and
fabrica=on of tradi=onal materials -especially wood and wood joinery- in the realm of architecture. Together
with its inherent characteris=cs and aided with computa=onal technologies "wood" oﬀers a wide perspec=ve
for architects while materializing the complexi=es of this era. The importance of re-searching new tectonics and
materializa=on technologies and in this regard re-thinking of wood as a “new material” in architecture have
poten=als to overcome such complexi=es in design.
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